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PURE QUALITY OF LIFE AND WORK IN GENEVA. 
The new Satell ite Office is located on Gene-
va‘s Rue de la Corraterie, r ight in the heart of 
the charming cosmopolitan city. The venera-
ble palace, called the Hôtel de Banque, is ac-
cessible from three major boulevards, Rue de 
la Confédération, Rue de la Cité and Rue de 
la Corraterie. The building is one of the iconic, 
venerable banking houses in Switzerland with 
a history that goes back more than a hundred 
years. It is easy to work successful ly in this at-
mosphere.
With a lot of passion, we create individual jobs 
in Geneva that wil l inspire you. No matter what 
you are looking for in Switzerland - a luxurious 
company headquarters for your company, a 
representative branch in Switzerland or ful ly 
equipped flexible workplaces for your teams, 
the new location in Geneva offers ideal condi-
tions. We also have our unique flair in our lug-
gage - cozy rest! A driving pioneering spirit and 
human warmth are combined as part of our ex-
clusive design concept to create your  favorite 

place! To more than 20 offices of dif ferent  s izes 
with f lexible workplaces are being built on 1100 
square meters over two floors. Here we can re-
act f lexibly to your needs and realize almost 
everything. Digital rooms, phone booth, ele-
gant bistros and three exquis ite meeting rooms 
including a fireplace lounge are at your dispos-
al. All offices and open spaces have the latest 
WiFi connections and the latest technologies.

GENEVA, YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL – INSIDE AND OUT!
Together with sustainable, haptic materials and 
the most renowned furniture manufacturers, a 
furniture design was created that only exists in 
the world of Satell ite Office. Our own l ighting 
concept sheds a whole new l ight on working in 
offices, the carefully designed acoustics make 
you s it up and take notice and the state-of-the-
art technology is smart. With pureSilent® rooms 
become a stage. Styl ish is concentration-en-
hancing. The unique room concept and the 
idea behind the furnishing has received several 
awards.

Rue de la Corraterie

SQUARE 
METER AREA

—   Absolute premium claim - best location in the heart of the city

—   Sufficient manpower: pure service, for all requirements. Strong teams with multi l ingual 

specialists: reception, office assistance, planning and implementation from meetings

—   20 exclusive offices with height-adjustable desks, s ideboards and apothecary cabinets

—   Modern fireplace lounge, 2 elegant conference rooms

—   Phonebooth with soundproofing for telephone calls with demands for discretion

—   Si lent Cubes with soundproofing for small meetings and telephone calls with demands for 

discretion

—   Digital rooms with intell igent 180° 4K cameras for vir tual meetings all over the world: ROOM 

FOR ZOOM

—   State-of-the-art conference technology with intell igent 4K video conference systems; High 

speed internet access

—   Legendary property with a representative reception for your guests

—   Agile work meets deep work - f lexible workplace solutions tailored to demanding business

—   Awarded: The room concept and the interior design received the internationally renowned 

ICONIC AWARD 2021. For the best of the best in the furnishing industry

—   That makes sense: Our overall strategy for successful work arose from the view that people 

enjoy things with all 5 senses. Anita Gödiker developed pureSilent® l ine for this

YOUR BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

pu reS i lent ®
 — LOTS OF ROOM  

FOR YOUR DISTINCTIVE STYLE

„BONJOUR GENÈVE.
 FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT OUR

SATELLITE OFFICE IN GENEVA
I ‘M AT YOUR DISPOSAL . I  LOOK  

FORWARD TO YOUR CALL .“

CL ARA MARANGONI
DIRECTOR SATELL ITE OFFICE GENEVA
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BEST
TEAM DIGITAL ROOMS 

FOR ZOOM

OFFICES20

This is our overall strategy for a nicer and more successful work. 
Satell ite office workspaces are the crucial space for con-
centrated thinking and working, for meetings with results, for 
productivity. Deep Work for decis ion-makers who  appreciate 
peace, quality of l ife and l ifestyle. See, hear, touch, taste, 
smell. Live and work with all f ive senses.

You can rely on it: Successful on the market for 25 years. 
 Satell ite Office has been redefining the office world for 
decades. And has set standards for the premium sector. 
 Owner-managed, personal and independent. Benefit from 
these many years of experience and an immense business 
network of decis ion-makers at eye level.

Welcome to Satell ite Office!

IN THE SILENCE  
LIES THE POWER
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3rd floor

2nd floor
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CONFERENCE ROOMS



DESIGN

INTERIOR

GOOD REASONS5
GENF, RUE DE LA CORRATERIE

The iconic banking jewel is as straightforward as it is playful, 
 radiating splendor as well as graceful elegance. Historical balco-
nies allow access to Rue de la Corraterie from every office. Inside, 
after the renovation in 2022, simple reduction meets contempo-
rary functionality.

The interior design is never based on a uniform concept that is 
geared towards recognition. With feeling and respect for the 
 location, history, present and future, Anita Gödiker creates a lot 
of space for agile, concentrated work with her unmistakable sig-
nature and focuses on people. The design of the noble,  l inear 
furniture will combine the opulent bank building with the 
reducedness of the present: haptics, acoustics, l ight and 
color together form a quiet body of sound for the best 
well-being. The workplace becomes a matter of casual 
luxury lifestyle.

– BOSSE DAUPHIN
– RENZ
– FREIFRAU MANUFAKTUR
– BRUNNER
– WERNERWORKS
– ZUMTOBEL Lichtsysteme
–  LUCEPLAN  

Pétale

– WALTER KNOLL
– FLOS IC F
–  LIGHTNET  

Suspended
–  INGO MAURER  

Birdy Birdy 

„OUR WORLD REVOLVES 
AROUND YOU!“  
ANITA GÖDIKER

1
FIREPLACE 

LOUNGE

WHEN THE AGONY OF CHOICE 
HAS GOOD REASONS… 

…YOU WILL RECOGNIZE A DECISION MAKER BY THE CHOICE OF HIS OFFICE.

1.   Real expertise: Satellite Office has been managed by the owner for over 20 years, 
personally and independent. You benefit from many years of experience and an 
immense business network of various decision-makers.

2.   Traction: Strong teams with multilingual, excellently trained  specialists provide service 
and allow decision-makers to focus on their core business: at the front desk, as an office 
assistant, with planning and implementation of meetings – always on high-end-level.

3.   Location, location, location: the best location in the city is always good for your 
reputation and image. The main entrance of our Satellite Office is easy to find - day 
and night. Your company logo is visible and directly presented in the main foyer.

4.   Thriving business: our workspaces, a place for concentration, meetings with results 
and productivity. A place for Deep Work, deciders who appreciate peace and   
quality of life and style.

5.   Highest quality only– take a close look: whether interior design, furniture, cleanliness, 
hygiene, employees, or customers. Where the bests meet the best at best price – 
your own brand becomes a winner.
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SATELLITE OFFICE • HÔTEL DE BANQUE
RUE DE LA CORRATERIE 5 • 1204 GENEVA

+41 22 506 71 00
WWW.SATELLITEOFFICE.CH

SATELLITE OFFICE IS  
THE  PIONEER FOR OFFICE 

WORLDS IN THE ABSOLUTE 
PREMIUM SEGMENT.

EXPERIENCE  
THEIR COMPANY  

SUCCESSES HERE.


